From Editor

Our Esteemed readers!

While entering into seventh year of our journal by our this issue, we as Academic Journal of History and Idea greet you with gratitude (thankfully). The most excited section, written prior to publication, of a journal issue is no doubt introduction section that we are now trying to write. That the section is so exciting stems perhaps from the fact that we realize how difficult it is to write for us, who have experienced with every moment, processes the current issue has elapsed until it has been published.

Academic Journal of History and Idea has adopted, as basic principle, very few people (who have created it from/since the moment it firstly started out)’s love and respect for science, thought, human and work. Our journal, which has reached more readers after each issue, is accepted as a respectable publication institution (organization, establishment) that has increased its recognition day by day in academic circles, as well.

Particularly, that authors from different countries request their articles to publish is related to publication policies of Academic Journal of History and Idea, providing rapid feedbacks to authors and to tens of respectable indices in which it appears. First of all, authors are not kept unaware for weeks and evaluation process (editorial assessment&peer reviewing process) of an article does not last for months. Because, Academic Journal of History and Idea, having the opinion that an academic article is made crawl for months is the greatest unfairness to first its author and then to it, conveys studies which will make contribution to science to its readers through approvals and views (which are received from the most competent persons). This situation enables authors to see value and also their works which they have already presented with great efforts to come to light.

We have subedited (examined and prepared for publication) articles of (each) one more valuable from the other, which have reached our journal from different countries again, for you, our esteemed readers. This preparation to
publish (editing), a quite tough process, could be completed only with a coordinated team and our esteemed friends who make self-sacrifice. And so it has already been.

We express our gratitute to our editors who first saw&read articles and carried out formal evaluations for these articles during our work; and to our self-sacrificing peer reviewers who evaluate articles found appropriate to be sended them, by subjecting to scientific criteria and who bring scientific identity to papers (writings). And we also really congratulate our authors who put in efforts as great as they are not stated in a single line (row). Each issue has heroes. Heroes of this issue are again our peer reviewers and our estimable (distinguished) authors who get on the stage with their studies&researches.

To this end, we are giving the floor to them and we as publication team greet respectfully and gratefully everyone who have contributed to coming this issue to light.

Hakan Yılmaz

Editor in Chief